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2.1 Introduction
Daylight is playing a significant role in achieving quality of life and comfort in buildings.
There are ample evidence that access to windows affect mood motivation and productivity
at work, through reduced fatigue and stress (2). Human lives, health and well-being are
truly dependent upon the sun radiation, like the majority of living species. Recently,
scientists have found the detailed chemical process allowing the light entering the eye to
regulate some of the basic biological functions of the body. The basic reason for this is that
the cycle production of many hormones and enzymes are related to the cycles of daylight
Also, in humans, exposure to sunlight significantly influences a host of physiological and
psychological functions. Among these, fertility and mood are two of the most profoundly
affected. This can be seen in many northern European countries such as in Scandinavia,
where daylight exposure is extremely reduced from November to February. . The most
common disorder due to lack of daylight exposure is called Seasonal Affective Disorder
(SAD). A therapy has been developed , consisting of a number of sessions of exposure to
high illuminance levels. Recommendations range from 2,500 to 10,000 lux, and the
duration of a session from 30 minutes to two hours. Although a few sources recommend
"full spectrum light", others say it doesn’t matter, and that what counts is how bright the
light source. It was found recently that the light should be rich in blue light (480 nanometer)
to trigger the non-visual physiological processes.

2.2 Daylight & Climate
Daylighting always was important to architecture, mainly because the artificial light sources
where either non existant or too weak to provide large luminous fluxes.. In the beginning
space dimensions were determined by the availability of daylight and other parameters ,
such as ventilation. In hot climates high-density housing with narrow streets is observed.
This causes a large part of the radiation to be reflected away, minimizing the built-up of the
air temperature near the ground.
In colder climates, open spaces are used more frequently in order to collect solar radiation
and to allow adequate ventilation.
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Traditional architecture in Greek islands, with narrow streets and white wall finishes

A building that is planned and built to respond to a predominantly overcast sky has
generous areas of window to gather as much light possible from skies with rather low
luminances, Light-colored interior surfaces are preferred to enhance indoor brightness. In
order to look bright, the rooms are rarely more than twice as deep as the height of the
window, and rooms using windows on both sides are preferred. Life in these homes is lived
"on the edges", while closets, storage, stairs, and hallways are moved to the interior.
Buildings built to respond to sunshine tend to be designed differently Here, orientation is to
the seasonal and daily hemicycle, the travelling pattern of the sun's rays. In designing for
sunlight, it is essential to pay specific attention to climate and to the orientation of the
window walls. In a building, the windows are the greatest source of heat gain during the
day-they are helpful in a cold climate or during the coldest time of year, and can be
disastrous in a hot climate or during the hot season. If the weather is hot and sunny all year
long or during the summer months, a building should be designed to avoid the sun, opening
to the north and avoiding exposure to the east. In such a home, the sun is welcomed on the
southern exposure only on the coolest of winter days. Because windows are the least
insulated and most visible light-transmitting part of the building surface, they mediate
between a wide range of inside to outside temperatures, and extremes of visible light. The
seasonal range of extremes of temperature and visible light, compounded by the effects of
the hour-by-hour differences in direct exposure to the sun, make paramount the
consideration of windows in the design and construction of a building.
Another important issue is the effort to maximize the fraction of the building considered to
be the perimeter zone (i.e. area nearby the windows). In practical terms this zone is
extended to 2-2.5 times the window head. The ratio of perimeter zone area to total floor
area of the building is depended on the building shape (rectangular, square , square with
atrium etc).
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2.3 Sense of Time
As mentioned in the above paragraphs windows are the best means of maintaining contact
with the outside environment. Short and long-range views allow the eye to change focus,
provide a connection to the natural world, and to assist in knowing time and weather and
provide orientation. The lack of a physical connection is a major source of occupant
dissatisfaction in offices. It is also a source of eye-strain, since the eye muscles relax when
looking toward the infinity.
With reduced reports of headaches, fatigue and seasonal disorders through increased
daylight, worker productivity is bound to increase. Wages and salaries can represent about
95 percent of all costs of a typical office building (IEA/OECD Scoping Study: Energy and
Environmental Technologies to Respond to Global Climate Change Concerns, 1984).
Reduced sickness and absenteeism and the increased performance would, therefore, more
than offset any increased initial costs or life cycle costs (Daylighting: Performance and
Design Robbins, Claude L. Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1986) associated with providing more
workers visual access to windows. (Loftness, Vivian, AIA, et al, Defining "Fresh Air"
Architecture, Proceeding from the 18th National Passive Solar Conference, American Solar
Energy Society, Boulder, CO, 1993. )
The 1999 Daylighting and Productivity Study by Pacific Gas and Electric examined the
correlation between occupant productivity and exposure to daylight within retail and school
buildings. The study demonstrates increased sales (average 40%) and better school test
performance (typically 10-20%) when occupants are exposed to daylight. In addition,
daylight and full spectrum light was found to increase productivity. Prior to this study the
relationship between day lighted buildings and occupant productivity had not been
rigorously documented. These results indicate a clear direction for building design and use.
Daylight design, when done with care, can also reduce energy requirements by 30-60% in
commercial and institutional buildings. With the addition of full spectrum light, a dynamic
improvement in productivity, sales, and health may be achieved.

2.4 Sources of Daylight
Daylighting refers to the technique to bring natural light in a building, through openings.
Natural light comes from the sky vault (it is called diffuse light), the sun (sunlight) and also
reflections on the outdoor environment (outdoor reflected light)).
The performance of the building depends mainly upon the availability of daylight at the
location of the building. At this point there is a difficulty since only in a few sites worldwide
continuous monitoring of daylight data exist. Thus, the research in this area has
concentrated in extracting the necessary luminous data form the existing solar radiation
data.
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Based on measurements of luminous distribution of skies standardized distributions were
produced. The reference for daylight design in Northern and Central Europe is the overcast
sky, since in these areas this is the most prevailing sky type. And because minimum indoor
daylight quantities can be defined when the skies are rather dark. At lower latitudes such as
in the Mediterranean countries, clear skies are the prevailing conditions during summer.
The brightness of the sky vault is characterized by its luminance distribution. The
luminance is expressed in Cd/m2 – candela per meter square) It varies according to a
series of meteorological and seasonal parameters. In order to simplify calculations
concerning daylight some models for standard skies have been developed.
a) Uniform Luminance Sky Distribution. This model represents a sky with constant value of
luminance in all directions. This corresponds to a a foggy day for instance.
b) CIE Overcast Sky Distribution [1] (CIE is the International Lighting Commission). In this
model the luminance is varied with elevation and corresponds to a situation where the sky
is covered with light clouds and the sun is not visible. The luminance in a point (L) of the
sky with elevation (theta) θ is given by :

L = LZ ⋅

1 + 2 ⋅ sinθ
3

where LZ is the zenith luminance.

Hemispherical view and luminance distribution of an overcast sky looking upward (the horizon is the
perimeter of the circle Simulation with RADIANCE)

The transfer process of the radiation through clouds, in the absence of severe pollution,
produces white light by color mixing. If the atmosphere is heavily polluted, the overcast sky
color appearance is yellowier (the colour temperature of daylight is reduced in these
conditions).

c) Clear Sky Luminance Distribution. This type of sky has a strongly non-uniform luminance
distribution. The CIE has recommended [2] standard luminance distributions of the clear
sky which are simplifications of a complex process of atmospheric scattering in the
presence of different pollutants. Most clear sky luminance models are variants of the same
basic form.
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Definition of parameters used in sky luminance distribution functions.

The CIE clear sky model [2] has a=0.91, b=10, c=0.45, d=0.32. Additionally CIE has also
standardized a clear sky for polluted atmospheres, using the following coefficients,
a=0.856, b=16, c=0.3, d=0.32.
The blue color (and low luminance) of the clear sky is strongly depended by the height of
the site above sea level and by the amount of the atmospheric pollution. Nitrogen dioxide
makes the color of the atmosphere yellower and this can be seen when looking towards an
urban area from the surrounding countryside. High water vapour levels, in the absence of
pollution, tend to give the sky a white appearance.

Haze near the
horizon due to
water vapor

Circum solar

Darkest area
of sky

Hemispherical view and luminance distribution of a clear sky (Simulation with RADIANCE)

Since sky luminance distribution data are available only in a handful of locations, models
describing actual luminance distributions have been developed. Perez et al [3] have
presented an all sky model, which is a generalization of the CIE standard clear sky formula.
This expression includes five coefficients that can be adjusted to account for luminance
distributions ranging from totally overcast to clear skies.
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2.5 Daylight Factor
To characterize the way in which daylight penetrates a building, it is useful to examine
the distribution of indoor illuminance (lux) as a function of the external luminous
conditions. These conditions being variable, the indoor illuminance will vary according
to outdoor variations
Under overcast conditions, the interior illuminance in a point of a building is
proportional to the external horizontal illuminance. This means that these two
quantities vary in parallel. The ratio of the daylight illuminance at an interior point to
the simultaneous illuminance outside the building from a complete hemisphere of sky
is called Daylight Factor (DF) and can be expressed as a percentage:
DF=Ein/Eext * 100
Thus the indoor distribution of Daylight can be carried out by the use of daylight
factors (i.e. having as reference the overcast sky). Under clear sky conditions the
above mentioned concept of daylight factor cannot be used as a design criterion since
varies significantly throughout the day.
A very easy way to evaluate the total amount of daylight in a room and hence the
room brightness in relation to the view outside is the average daylight factor. As
working surface is considered a horizontal surface at 0.7 m above the floor for offices.
The estimation of average DF is based on calculation of total luminous flux entering
the window, the ratio of window opening and internal surface and the overall
intereflections.
The calculation of the average daylight factor with simple external obstruction can be
done by using the following formula:

θ

DF = t

Definition of obstruction angle.
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where t is the hemispherical light transmittance of the glazing, Aw is the area of the
window in m2, A is the total area of ceiling, floor and walls including windows in m2, θ
is the angle subtended of the visible sky, measured from a point in the plane of the
internal wall at the centre of the window, in degrees and Rmean is the area-weighted
reflectance of ceiling, floor and walls including the windows.
However, during the design process it is useful to investigate how daylight arrives at a
point inside a room. This can be done by splitting the available indoor illuminance into
three components:
• Sky component (DFSC)which is the illuminance received at a point in the interior of a
building, directly from the sky.
• External reflected component (DFEXT), which is the illuminance in the interior due to
light reflected from external obstructions.
• Internal reflected component (DFINT) which is the illuminance received at a point and is
composed of light received indirectly from daylight that is interreflected around the
internal surfaces of the space.
Therefore, for any point indoors :
DF=DFSC+DFEXT+DFINT
It follows therefore that if no sky is visible from the point, DFSC=0. Further if no window
can be seen from the point, DFSC=DFEXT=0.
Typically, 80% of the floor area in most buildings daylight factors fall in range of 0-5 %.
Close to the windows however they can reach 10-15 %. The values of the daylight
factors, therefore, provide a guide to the brightness achieved in a room from daylight.
A classification of the brightness of building zones based on the values of daylight
factors is given in the table below:
Zone
Bright

DF
(Southen
Europe
> 3%

DF
(Northern
Europe
>6%

Average-bright
Average – dark
Dark

1.5 – 3%
0.5 – 1.5 %
0.1 – 0.5 %

3-6%
1-3%
0.2-1%

Very Dark

<0.05 %

< 0.1%

Daylight contribution
Very
large
(Solar
shading
probably
indispensable)
Good. Bright. Solar shading required
Fair
Poor for work (artificial light required most of the
time)
Can be acceptable for some circulations
No Daylight / Artificial light required all day

Average daylight factors on work plane and the associated daylight contribution.

Rule of thumb:
“A well daylit building gets daylight everywhere inside: Daylight Factor on reference
plane is always higher than 0.1% (0.2% in Northern Europe), In circulations, Daylight
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Factor is higher than 0.3% (0.6% in Northern Europe) and in areas where tasks are
conducted (reading, writing, cooking, etc.) Daylight Factors should be higher than 1.5
% (3% in Northern Europe). Spaces with Daylight Factor exceeding 3% (6% in
Northern Europe) will appear as strongly related to the outside.
To take into account the impact of the deterioration of room surfaces, the presence of
window bars on the reduction of solar radiation, the transmission of window glass a
number of correction factors should be introduced to the above equation. Thus the
equation became:
DF=(DFSC+DFEXT+DFINT ×MF) ×FR×GL×MG
where MF is the maintenance factor for room surfaces, FR is a factor related to the
light loss due to window bars, GL is a correction factor due to glass transmission
losses and MG is related to the window maintenance.
Typical values of the above mentioned correction factors are presented in the tables
below:
Non industrial type of
activity
Non-industrial
Dirty industrial

Industrial type of activity

0.9
0.9
Typical values of the factor MF for vertical windows

Large paned windows

0.7
0.6

FR

All metal windows
0.8
Metal windows in wooden frames
0.75
All wood windows
0.7
Typical values of the factor FR for float glass

Material
6 mm clear glass
6 mm rough cast
Plastic moderately diffusing

Location of the building

Diffuse transmittance
0.85
0.8 - 0.85
0.75-0.8
Typical values of the factor GL

GL
1
0.95
0.9

MG for non industrial MG for industrial work
work

Non industrial area, vertical
0.9
glazing
Industrial
area,
vertical
0.8
glazing
Typical values of the factor MG.
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The estimation of DFSC in geometrically complicated scenes needs the use of a
computer model.
The external reflected component can be estimated by calculating the obstructed area
of the sky estimating the DFSC for the obstructed part and then converting this value to
DFEXT by multiplying it with the ratio of the luminance of the obstructed area to the sky
luminance. A simpler approach is to multiply the DFSC wit the average reflectance of
the obstruction:
DFEXT=DFSC × ρ
Under overcast conditions the DFEXT is much lower than the DFSC. If the reflectance of
the external obstruction is 0.2 and shades area equivalent to (1/a) of the total opening
the ratio of DFEXT to DFSC is given by:
DFEXT/DFSC=1/(10×(a-1))
The most common approach is to establish an average internal reflected component
value for the entire room. This can be performed by using the split-flux method
developed in BRE [6]:

DFINT =

T⋅A
⋅ (C1 ⋅ Ru + C2 ⋅ Rl )
At ⋅ (1 − R)

where Ru, Rl are the reflectivities of the lower and upper parts of the room. The terms
lower and upper refer to the middle of the opening. At is the sum of all the room
surfaces glazed and opaque, A is the area of the opening, T is the transmittance of the
glazing. R , Ru, and Rl are the average reflectance of the room, the reflectance of the
upper and lower parts respectively. Coefficients C1 and C2 represent the impact of
external obstructions and ground. Typical values are listed in the following tables.
Angle of obstruction (degrees)
No obstruction
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

C1
39
35
31
25
20
14
10
7
5

Values for coefficient C1 (Coefficient for external obstructions).
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Ground reflectance

C2

0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Values for coefficient C2 (coefficient for ground reflection)

2.6 Uniformity
Illuminance Uniformity on a given plane is defined as the ratio of the minimum
illuminance on this plane by the average illuminance (defined as Emin/Eave or Emin/Emax
for a number of measurement points on a grid). It depends :
1.
2.
3.
4.

On the room and window geometry (shape, position, sill and head height)
On the reflectances of the interior surfaces
On the glazing system that is used
On the external obstruction if any.

Without any specialized system that is capable to redirect daylight (sky or sunlight) in
areas away from the windows, uniformity strongly affected by the direct illuminance
which in turn is related to the portion of the sky that is visible from the measurement
points.
In a typical example of a sidelit room, the illuminance on a horizontal working surface
versus the distance from the window is reduced non-linearly In practical terms, if the
room is somehow elongated, areas far away from the window may seem gloomy.
Thus the first measure in order to increase uniformity is to reduce the length of the
room. As a rule of thumb the application of the following formula:
(L/W + L/H)<= 2/(1-Rback)
where L , W, H are the length, width and height of the room and Rback is the average
reflectance of the half-back of the room, can lead to a balanced ratio of illuminance in
the half-front to illuminance in the half-back equal to 3/1.
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Half-Front

Half-Back

Conventional side lighting of a room.
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2.7 Site scale design strategies
Urban planning for daylight is essential in establishing the maximum benefit to be derived
from natural light. The inclusion of daylight in the urban planning process can have α
tremendous impact on the density of buildings (i.e. the exploitation factor), the use of land
and finally the cost of the land. Urban planning efforts to take into consideration daylight in
the UK and the USA have led to the development of regulations and some design targets in
order to ensure that sufficient daylight will be available inside new buildings or to protect the
building’s site from future development. These targets are as follows:
• Daylight should be present on the facades of the buildings in order to provide good
transmission of light into the interior.
• Daylight should be present either at particular locations on the exterior or within the
interior.
• Daylight should be adequate at all sites likely to be developed or redeveloped
• Daylight must be safeguarded for buildings adjacent to the proposed project.
Daylight usage in buildings differs according to their functional usage, the distribution of
spaces and the building's lighting needs. It is obvious that, because of the different lighting
needs of commercial and residential buildings, different design approaches should be
adopted.
The first step in planning for daylight in a building is to ensure that daylight can be provided
both in the interior and on the exterior of the building as well as in and around adjacent
buildings. This task can be achieved by examining the position of the proposed building on
the site, by determining the impact of natural exterior obstacles on the distribution of
daylight and finally by determining the impact of man-made exterior obstacles.
The main factors that can affect the daylight (as skylight or sunlight) on buildings
are:
• the distance between buildings
• the height of the facing buildings
• the size of openings
• the size of shading devices
• the orientation and reflectance of the facades of the opposite buildings.
In hot climates high-density housing with narrow streets is observed. This causes a large
part of the radiation to be reflected away, minimizing the build-up of the air temperature
near the ground. In colder climates, open spaces are used more frequently in order to
collect solar radiation and to allow adequate ventilation.
Furthermore, the orientation of the urban canyon plays an important role in shading and
daylighting. In hot regions the best orientation is ΝN-S in order to achieve the best shading
conditions in summer and the best lighting conditions in winter.
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Sunlight should not be ignored during the design process because it can significantly affect
thermal and visual comfort, as well as the size of the cooling system of the building. In site
planning for sunlighting the key issues are :

•
•

Understanding the shadow patterns of the proposed design, to assess their impact
on the sunlighting of areas surrounding the buildings
The protection of future buildings by not placing them in the shade.

In addition to the above, reflected light (either sunlight or skylight) from other buildings or
ground can be used to illuminate interiors, influencing not only the quantity of light but the
quality as well. The colour of daylight under a clear blue sky derives from the additive
mixing of coloured light from four sources: the blue sky, the rather more yellow-coloured
sunlight, the ground which, if covered with growing vegetation, is green and, finally, other
reflecting external surfaces.
With the increasing interest in passive solar design, many architects have co realize that
the design of the building facade is critical if radiant energy from the sky is to be used.
During recent years coated glazings have found widespread application in order to - among
other reasons - reflect heat or reduce glare. This may be desirable for the occupants of the
building in question, but people opposite or on the road may have problems due to glare.

2.8 Plan organization
There are some simple rules in order to increase daylight performance of a space in terms
of illumination levels and increased uniformity. The footprint of the building plays an
important role on the usage of daylight since is directly related with the size of the perimeter
zone (In practical terms this area is extended 2.5 time the window head). If it is possible the
ratio of perimeter zone to total floor area can be increased by only choosing the proper
footprint. For example introduction of an atrium increases considerably the perimeter area
(the zone with access to daylight). Thus activities that require light levels can be placed
near the windows.
Bilateral daylighting increases uniformity in contrast with sidelighting which in some cases
may lead to gloomy interiors. A simple way to avoid the latter in to limit the space depth in
relation to window area and type. Furthermore back wall can have small openings in order
to increase daylight penetration. Increasing window heads an action that has as a
consequence a decrease in uniformity can increase daylight penetration.

2.9 Windows
Windows, as a fundamental element of buildings, are essential architecturally, socially,
psychologically as well as environmentally. They provide humans with a variety of functions
which include the supply of the interior spaces of buildings with light, solar energy, air and
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view according to the desires of the occupants and to shield them from dust, noise, rain
and excessive heat or cold. A window is mainly characterized by its type, size, shape,
position and orientation.
A window is one of the most fundamental components in a building. As an opening in the
external enclosure, it provides a solar, thermal, acoustic and climatic relationship between
the interior and exterior. When considered three dimensionally, it can manipulate light,
views, sound and air to define and enhance the character and experience of any space.
Variations in type, size, shape, location and orientation offer a number of design
possibilities when characterising fenestration
A window ‘type’ is defined functionally by the primary purpose of the aperture, which will
determine design decisions on size, shape, position, orientation and any control systems
required.
Purpose

Design requirements

Daylighting

Optimum height and size for required
daylight factor. APPROPRIATE
APERTURE RATIO (RATIO OF WINDOW
size to floor area
Positioned in the wall with respect to local
wind directions and internal air currents.
Manage apertures near floor and near
ceiling (to use natural convection)
Size and sill height above floor level and
exterior suited to occupant positions and
external. Width adapted to exterior scene
Sizing and location must be suited to all
parameters

Natural
ventilation

Daylighting view
features
Daylighting and
natural ventilation
Daylighting,
exterior view and
natural ventilation

All of the comments above

Design requirements of windows according to their use

Generally, windows will be required for light, views and ventilation so type should be
distinguished by considerations of specific climatic characteristics of the building location.
In terms of vision and ventilation, the absolute surface area (m2) of a window is important.
Size classifications are made with consideration of human scale:

Classification

Glazing area m2

Small
Medium

<0.5
0.5-2

Large

>2

Size classification of glazing
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The ratio of total window surface to the area of the room floor affects the amount, and
distribution, of light internally. This is called ‘’the fenestration’’ and is expressed as a
percentage. Many countries around Europe use as minimum requirement the window to
floor ratio (aperture ratio) just to ensure daylight provision. (for example in Greece is 10%
depending on the building type, In France designers tend to use the rule of 1/6 = 17% as a
way to size correctly the windows in a space to be well daylit, and the rule of 1/8 = 12% for
the minimum size).
Rule of Thumb:
“In a housing, a major room in a housing unit requires a window area of at least 15% in
northern Europe, and of more than 8% in southern Europe.”
Design decisions regarding the provision of one large window, or several smaller of the
same total surface area, must recognise that whilst the amount of light admitted will be
comparable, views, natural ventilation patterns and internal distribution of the light
will be markedly different, particularly if the smaller windows are located in different walls.
The nature of the activities within the space, external views and orientation of the building
are important factors.
Window shapes can be classified according to the ratio of height (h) to width (w). Light
distribution, depth of penetration, proportions of the view and natural ventilation strategies
are all affected by this ratio.
As the window proportions become more vertical, exterior views may be laterally restricted
but depth of field increases. Vertical configurations offer greater potential for natural
ventilation strategies.
As the distance from the window increases, the daylight factor decreases.
Typically, daylight will penetrate 4-6 m from the external walls. Next to a window, a DF of
10-15% may be obtained, but this decreases to 0-5% for over 80% of the floor area; so
side-lit deep plans may cause too great a contrast between work stations next to a window,
and those at the rear of the room. This is particularly a problem when rooms are side lit
only (see § 2.6). Whilst the fall off in light levels is perceptible when moving in a direction
perpendicular to the window wall, along the depth of a room, there is much less variation
across the width of the room, i.e. moving parallel to the window wall. For this reason, the
introduction of windows in more than one wall markedly reduces problems of uneven
light distribution.
The distribution of apertures in a room does not necessarily have to be symmetrical. For
side-lit rooms, introducing even a single window, suitably sized and located, in a second
wall will increase average daylight factors, and reduce contrasts between the window wall
and areas further away as light is introduced from another direction. The lower the initial
daylight factor, the more noticeable the results. In rooms enclosed by only one external
wall, secondary light can be introduced from atria, galleries, or light ducts.
The vertical location of a window relative to the height of the wall in which it is contained
determines whether it is high, intermediate or low. Higher windows enable greater depth of
penetration and distribution of daylight but sill levels must consider the human scale.
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Depending on the climate and strategy, natural ventilation may requirements may benefit
from high opening lights.
The horizontal location relative to wall width is classed as central, lateral, or corner. Light
distribution from a central window may be greater, but glare is less of a problem in corner
locations. The choice of location must consider occupant sight lines when seated and
standing, relevant external view features, and layout of working planes/tasks requiring
daylight.
Windows should be orientated with respect to the sun path so that comfortable internal
daylight levels are obtained, without excessive solar heat gain, glare or contrast.
The climatic, geographical and legislative (planning, fire) conditions specific to each site
will determine the optimum window configurations, but the following effects generally apply:
North: Fairly low & constant illumination, minimal heat gains, large thermal loss
during winter.
South: high luminous levels, high solar heat gain in summer, medium in winter.
Variable illumination throughout the day, preferable for cold/temperate climates in the
northern hemisphere (solar gain) and hot climates in the south.
E. & W. facing :
medium luminous levels, high energy gain in summer, low in
winter. East orientation has high illumination in the morning; west is high in the
afternoon.
East and west facing windows can be considered comparable, although their maximum
light levels occur at different times of the day, so any control systems (in terms of solar
shading or heat gain) should be moveable.
Fixed systems are more suitable for south and north facing windows, next to which
activities requiring higher light levels, are located
Rooflights
Horizontal rooflights admit more daylight per square metre of glazing than vertical
windows, as the brightness of the sky increases towards the zenith. Under overcast
conditions outdoor illuminance on the horizontal plane is 2 to 4 times larger than the
illumiance on the vertical plane. This light will be distributed more uniformly throughout
the space over a day, and glare can be controlled by translucent glazing, (this is
however true only in the absence of sunlight).Shading devices and/or redirection of
the light. Roof/ceiling apertures limit views to a portion of the sky, so visual contact
with the landscape may be lost. Site specific conditions will determine whether this is
acceptable or not.
Clerestory, lanterns, north lights and monitor roof windows are openings in the vertical
plane which increase internal illuminance with predominantly zenithal light, usually
diffused. Typically incorporated into the roof construction, natural ventilation can be
provided if the apertures are openable.
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Rule of thumb:
“One square meter of horizontal rooflight using a polycarbonate panel (transmittance
0.5) provides during the 70% brightest hours per year more light that 7 T8 36W
Fluorescent tubes in luminaries in Northern Europe and 15 in Southern Europe”
“One square meter of horizontal rooflight using a polycarbonate panel (transmittance
0.5) provides during all hours of daylight as much light as 6 T8 36W fluorescent tubes
inside luminaries for Northern Europe and 13 in southern Europe.”

2.10 Glazing
Until recently, the only option for window glazing had been single pane clear glass
windows. This type of glazing presented huge energy losses and was the prime cause for
energy losses in a building. On the other hand, clear glass allows nearly all of the incident
solar radiation to enter the building, causing problems during the cooling period as well.
Condensation and infiltration were among the problems of old windows. Finally, 90% of
incident visible radiation penetrates the window, causing glare problems.
Except glass, plastic panes with better thermal and optical characteristics can be used.
Plastic panes are less durable and more susceptible to weather effects, so they are usually
used internally in multiple pane assemblies. Multiple pane windows are heavier and more
expensive than simple windows. Sometimes, an easy and cheap way to enhance single
pane window capabilities is to apply a plastic sheet on the inside or outside of the frame.
Clear glass presents poor thermal, strength and spectral selectivity properties, so different
types of glass are usually constructed.
Patterned glass has surfaces with several textures and colours, which control visibility (for
privacy reasons), strength, appearance (decorative windows) and light diffusing properties.
Wired glasses include a wire mess inserted between two glass layers and are used for
strength, fire insulation and safety purposes.
Laminated glass glazings include layers of laminate between glass layers. The laminated
glass can present various properties, as UV absorption, light control features, increased fire
protection and safety characteristics.
Tinted glass, contains tints with light and/or heat absorbing properties. Depending on the
tint, these glazings present characteristic colours. Grey and bronze glasses uniformly
absorb solar radiation and are commonly used. Blue and green windows present spectral
selectivity, absorbing more thermal radiation than visible light. It should be noted that a
large portion of the heat absorbed by the body of the glass, is then reradiated indoors,
reducing thermal insulation capabilities. Physical properties of this type of glass are
proportional to the thickness.
Glass surface treatment or application of films is the most efficient method for
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controlling radiant heat and light passing through a window. In addition, they modify glass
surface emissivity, in favor of higher thermal resistance.
Reflective glazings include a reflective film applied in the outer glass surface. They reflect
back solar radiation and give a strong mirror like appearance in the glazings. They are
mostly used in commercial buildings, where cooling loads is a more serious problem than
heating loads and lighting electricity consumption. Reflective glazings have a better thermal
performance than tinted glasses, since they do not absorb heat, but they reduce natural
lighting and can cause environmental impacts due to strong reflectance of direct solar
radiation.
Spectrally selective glazings, present better light control characteristics. A special coating
applied on glass surface strongly reduces thermal radiation, while being highly transparent
for visible wavelengths.
The most frequently used surface treatment is low emissivity films. These include a low-e
film applied in one glass or plastic surface. It is a very thin invisible film consisted of metal
oxide or semiconductor material. It highly reflects long wave thermal radiation. There are
two varieties: soft and hard coat low-e films. The former are more energy efficient but they
are easily affected by climate conditions. The latter are more durable and can be applied on
single pane windows or for retrofit applications. Soft low-e films should be applied in the
inside of multiple pane assemblies, in order to be protected. They are applied in the inner
pane outside surface, so that they efficiently reflect back indoors radiant heat during winter,
and outdoors radiant heat during summer.
The new tendency in glazing research is towards optical switching materials. New glazings
will be capable of altering transmittance characteristics in order to perform efficiently in
different environmental conditions. They can be divided into active and passive systems.
Active windows incorporate multilayer thin films that can change their optical properties
upon a transverse electric field (electrochromic glazings). Passive windows change
physical properties upon changes on incident radiation (photochromic glazings) or upon
temperature variations (thermochromic glazings). Holographic glazings
is another
advanced technology for efficient control of solar light transmittance.
The characteristics of glazing systems are typically expressed using the following technical
terms:
a) Visible transmittance
b) Solar transmittance
c) Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (and/or Shading Coefficient)
d) Coolness factor (which is the ratio of visible transmittance to SHGC). Products with
values above 1 show spectral selectivity.
e) U value
The sum of transmittance, absorptance and reflectance equals 1.
Rules of thumb:
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Modern glazing with built-in solar control coatings allows the visual transmittance to be
about twice the value of the solar factor (less in case of more traditional glazings). This
allows some solar protection without reducing too much the visual transmittance.
For Daylighting purpose, if a glazing with solar control is used, the darkening of the glazing
is hardly seen from inside if the visual transmittance is above 50%.

2.11 Outdoor reflected light
In designing efficient shading strategies for buildings the sun is the most important concern.
Protection of the building’s apertures is a fundamental consideration in the design of
shading systems. When designed well they may also protect the opaque surfaces,
including the roof.
Direct radiation emanates straight from the sun in parallel beams, casting sharp shadows: it
is by far the most important component the shading system has to address. Diffuse
radiation emanates from the entire area of the sky vault and thus from all angles within the
horizons. Reflected radiation comprises both direct and diffuse radiation reflected from the
ground and buildings. It is therefore usually at a low incident angle. The intensity of
reflected radiation is strongly influenced by the reflectance properties of the insulated
surface: grass will reflect 20-30% of the incident sunlight and snow more than 70%.
Correctly designed shading systems can effectively control the sun’s direct radiation,
and partially block diffuse and reflected radiation.
Control of solar radiation can be achieved through:
• shading devices
• orientation and aperture geometry;
• control of solar-optical properties of opaque and transparent surfaces;
• urban design – shading by neighbouring buildings;
• vegetation – planting of trees, vines, shrubs.
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Fraction of time when 5000 Fraction of time when 5000
lx diffuse is exceeded
lx global is exceeded
%

%

Brussels

47

13

Lyon

50

20

Roma

53

26

Fraction of time when a vertical illuminance of 5000 lx is exceeded
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Fraction of time when 2500 Fraction of time when 2500
lx diffuse is exceeded
lx global is exceeded
%

%

Brussels

60

33

Lyon

60

39

Roma

63

46
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The graphs above show that outdoor reflected sunlight can be significant, if the
ground reflection exceeds 20%. The contribution is higher in southern Europe.
Rule of thumb:
When designing systems using reflected sunlight, use clear horizontal material
(R>40%, such as clear concrete or white gravel). Over the year, this contribution
will more than double the supply of natural light on vertical surfaces.
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Frequency to exceed, on a horizontal plane, a diffuse illuminance of 6000 lx between
sunrise and sunset. Source www.satel-light.com
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Frequency to exceed, on a horizontal plane, a diffuse illuminance of 10000 lx between
sunrise and sunset. Source www.satel-light.com
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Frequency to exceed, on a horizontal plane, a global illuminance of 25 000 lx between
sunrise and sunset. Source www.satel-light.com
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Frequency to exceed, on a horizontal plane, a global illuminance of 50 000 lx between
sunrise and sunset. Source www.satel-light.com
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In sunny conditions, outdoor reflected sunlight can be a significant source of light.

2.11.1 Shading systems
The traditional roles of shading systems are to improve thermal and visual comfort by
reducing overheating and glare, and to provide privacy. Shading devices may perform
one or all three roles. Shading devices may be designed to limit the amount of direct solar
radiation entering the building by shielding the opaque as well as the transparent surfaces.
A secondary role is to limit the diffuse and reflected radiation entering the building.
The objectives of good shading can therefore be simply defined as:
• moderating or blocking direct solar radiation at required periods;
• controlling diffuse and reflected radiation;
• preventing glare from external and internal sources;
• such that daylighting and ventilation are not compromised.
There are many ways for the classification of the entirety of shading devices. A few of them
are shown in the following table:
Classification of shading devices
Seasonal
requireme
nts
Material

Position

Construction
features

Material

Fixed

Internal

Metallic

Movable

External
Midpane

Horizontal
axis
Vertical axis
Blind
Awning
Screen
Curtain
Shutter

glazed

Plastic
Wooden

Classification of shading devices

As indicated above, shading devices may be external or internal, seasonal, fixed or
moveable, and may also serve as daylighting, or even insulating, devices. Some devices
may perform dual roles. Insulated internal blinds or louvers, when closed at night and
combined with a correctly designed pelmet, can act as a thermal barrier, greatly reducing
heat loss to the outside. Treated glasses and prismatic devices can, like louvers with
specular faces, provide selective shading and redirection of light. Choice of shading
strategy is determined by building and site location, orientation, building type and use, sky
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conditions (the direct, diffuse and reflected solar radiation components) and other light
sources such as intrusive street lighting. The overall cooling, heating and daylighting
strategies adopted in the design phase also influence the choice of shading system.
Rule of thumb:
Energetic transmission
of shading system
<2 %
2 to 5 %
5 to 10%
> 10 %

Very effective
Effective
Effective in Northern Europe, if diffusing
Not a real sunshading system

A movable shading system should reduce solar radiation to only few per cent of its value to
offer a good protection against sunbeams.

2.11.1.1 Fixed Devices
Fixed shading devices are usually external and highly visible and can provide important
architectural opportunities. Typically they are in the form of horizontal overhangs, vertical
fins or egg-crate (combined horizontal and vertical) devices. The recessed window is also a
type of fixed shading device. They are relatively simple and inexpensive, and particularly
effective at obstructing direct sunlight, but less effective against diffuse or reflected light.
The horizontal overhang is the most common form of fixed shading device and is the
simplest device for controlling high angle direct solar radiation. In the northern hemi-sphere
it is primarily used on the south façade. At lower latitudes, it tends to be used on the east
and west facades. In warm climates, such as the Mediterranean, in which cooling is
imperative, the overhang is often louvered to enable air to pass freely across the façade.
In fixed shading device design the orientation of the aperture is the main determinant.
When correctly designed and used on the south-facing facade, the horizontal over-hang
can provide complete shading during midsummer and permit solar penetration
in winter. To be most effective (i.e. to better control low-angled morning and afternoon sun)
the overhang should extend sufficiently on both sides of the window aperture. The
overhang length is determined by the width of the aperture and the latitude. The depth is
determined by latitude, window height, and the vertical distance between the window and
the overhang.
Fixed devices do not generally provide effective protection from the low-angled sun-light of
morning and afternoon, particularly on the east and west facades. Fixed vertical fins can
give some protection, but tend to reduce internal illuminance. Carefully planned vegetation
or moveable external devices give better control of the low-angled direct sunlight.
Rule of thumb:
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Horizontal overhangs are effective for facades oriented between South – 45° and South
+45°. For other orientations, additional shading devices are required.

2.11.1.2 Retractable devices
Retractable shading devices refer to those that are almost completely removable from the
window area. They may be retracted to the upper or side portion of the window, or totally
removed. Internal blinds and curtains fall under this definition, as do external devices such
as fabric awnings, louvres and shutters. These devices avoid the compromise between
adequate shading when required during the summer months and adequate sun access
required during the winter months. They may however compromise ventilation
requirements when providing full shading during periods of overheating. They can,
however, be designed to minimise this effect.

2.11.1.3 Movable/adjustable devices
Adjustable and moveable shading devices can be located externally, internally or between
the panes of a double or triple glazed window. Adjustability is most often found in internal
shading systems, where manipulation is readily achievable and relatively inexpensive.
However, it can be applied to external systems in certain circum-stances. An external
adjustable device can be manipulated to exclude or admit sun-light when required, and is
particularly effective in dealing with low-angled direct sun-light, diffuse and reflected light.
Unlike fixed shading, it can be operated such that internal illuminance is not excessively
reduced. It can be adapted for use in most European climates. However, its success
depends on robust construction and correct use, and if automated, it can be expensive.
Automation of adjustable external shading, if it is to be energy efficient, depends mainly on
climate and the frequency of adjustment. Where adjustment is seldom, for instance on a
seasonal basis only, automation should be considered. Climates that require a long heating
season would represent such a scenario. Fully automated, adjustable external shading
devices can reduce solar heat gain through windows to 2% of that incident on the façade.
The main concern with adjustable external shading systems, however, is durability: they
require more maintenance and repair than fixed or internal systems.

2.12 Innovative Daylighting systems
Energy-efficient daylighting control technologies have the potential to significantly reduce
the peak demand and total electricity use of commercial buildings. On top of that such
systems can also provide higher quality work environments that are more comfortable for
the occupants and also provide owners with higher value space. A further exploitation on
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the use of daylight in buildings reveals that the core area of the building is rarely affected by
the light flux, which enters from the window. Thus, a new category of daylighting systems
called “innovative” have been developed. They aim to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduce glare in areas with VDTs.
Bring daylight in the core of the building
Increase uniformity
Act like shading devices

There are many systems available. The main categories are in the next paragraph.
Appropriate design and application of the systems depend upon the knowledge of the
system’s capabilities. The most important limitations concerning the use of these systems
are (IEA Task21):
Obstruct the view to outside
Bright spots on the room surfaces
High luminance on the system
Quite expensive

2.12.1 Sun protection prisms
Sun protection prisms are manufactured from highly transparent PMMA, which is UV and
weather resistant. The geometry of the prisms is designed to retro-reflect direct solar
radiation by means of internal total reflection and to transmit the diffuse solar radiation. Due
to the very narrow shutter region the prisms have to be tilted according to the height of the
sun. Sun shading prisms are normally mounted externally. When they are reduced to films,
they can be glued of glass on mounted in laminated glass.

Sun protection prisms
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An example of such a system is the SERRAGLAZE system. The key element of
the SERRAGLAZE system is an OVD (optically variable device) in the form of an
intelligent plastic panel, primarily intended for use in windows in vertical walls that
enhances the daylighting performance of a room. It allows some of the daylight
incident on the window to pass through undisturbed in the normal way, but
intercepts the majority and redirects it into the room in other directions. The
optical processes involved, refraction and reflection, are extremely efficient, with
virtually no daylight being rejected or absorbed, and no chromatic aberration
(colour fringing) is introduced into the processed daylight. In contrast, light
arriving from higher elevations, which is normally largely wasted by falling on the
floor just inside the window, and which often causes glare for those near the
window, is intercepted and redirected deep inside the room where light is most
needed. The combination of reduced illumination levels near the window and
increased ones elsewhere means that the room is much more evenly illuminated,
thereby further enhancing comfort for the occupants. Moreover, the extra light
bound for the back of the room is relayed there by the room's normal light
coloured ceiling, making the additional illumination appear to come from a
generally overhead source, to the further benefit of the occupants' feeling of wellbeing.

Example of the Serraglaze system. Source http://www.serraglaze.com

2.12.2 Micro louver
The micro louvers are used for shading of direct sunlight mainly for skylights. The system
consists of a specially shaped and aluminum vapor deposited louvers which are designed
to retro-reflect radiation coming from the southern hemisphere where the sun is located and
transmitting light from the northern hemisphere. The micro louver is used embedded in
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insulation glass units.

Microlouver

2.12.3 Heliostats
Heliostats used in order to redirect the sun rays to a predefined aperture on the building
envelope. After that sunlight flux is distributed with various systems such as light guides.
Although the operation principle is quite simple these systems are quite complicated since
an accurate aiming is essential.

2.12.4 Daylight Guidance Systems
During recent years, several light transportation systems have been developed and
installed for lighting of buildings and public areas. They consist of tubes coated with very
high reflectance films (Reflection from 95 to 99.5%). With diameters between 0.250 m and
0.600 meter, they can transport reasonable amount of diffuse light and sunlight over
distances of up to 20 meters. But for most applications, typical distances are of about 4
meters, and the overall optical efficiency is of the order of 40%, which is largely sufficient to
lit window less spaces.
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Daylight guidance systems. Source www.solarspot.it

Rule of thumb:
Daylight guidance systems supply reasonable amount of light on indoor areas equal to 100
times the area of their section, and can provide some noticeable light on areas equal to 500
times their section.
The main applications are transportation of sunlight for interior illumination, in areas where
natural light cannot reach through windows, remote lighting and uniform distribution of light.
The use of these systems leads to conservation of energy for illumination, better lighting
conditions and simplified electrical installations.
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2.12.5 Advance Optical Systems Overview
A review of existing systems world wide is presented in the table below:

SOLUX

1

2

LIGHTRON

3

KUZELKA

4

SOLARTRACKER
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5

SO-LUMINAIRE

6

UFO fibre optic
HELIOSTAT

Corresponding WEB-SITES:

1

SOLUX

http://www.bominsolar.com/solux/
http://www.bominsolar.com/solux/concept.php3

2

LIGHTRON

http://www.bomin-solar.de/heliosta1.htm

3

KUZELKA

http://www.unet.univie.ac.at/~a9306402/1index.htm

4

SOLARTRACKER

http://www.,egis.org/Track_de.htm

5

SO-LUMINAIRE

http://www.so-luminaire.com

6

HELIOPTICS

http://www.learn.londonmet.ac.uk/packages/helioptics/index.html
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2.13 Artificial skies
Model studies can be used to predict daylight penetration into any building. Values of
luminances and illumiannces are the same in a scale model and in reality if:

•
•
•

The daylight source is the same
The proportions are the same
The material properties are the same

This can be quite reliable prediction method in the case of unusual situations, complex
geometries or heavily obstructed windows. Model studies can be carried out under
outdoor conditions, but the limitations imposed by weather variations can be quite severe.
Nowadays, artificial skies can simulate not only the standard overcast sky conditions but
user defined luminance distributions as well. In many cases, artificial sun is present.
The design process of daylighting requires major work, although this may improve the
energy efficiency of the building as a whole and be cost effective. Conclusions
concerning the maximisation of the use of natural daylight in buildings, reduction of
electric light usage, control of solar radiation (important in museums and galleries) and
reduction overheating can be obtained.
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The pictures above are taken inside a scale model (scale 1/10) with two types of
lenses: Fish-eye and wide angle. The Scale model is located outside and the
illumionances and luminances are the same as in the full scale room under the same
outdoor luminous conditions.

2.13.1 Types of artificial skies
As mentioned above, measurements under real skies are not always feasible. For that
reason a number of artificial skies have been constructed to enable this to be done.
These fall into two main types.
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In dome skies the required luminance distribution is projected onto a reflective
hemisphere which acts as the sky vault. In a dome sky a variety of luminance
distributions, including the CIE clear sky can in principle be produced (but see below). An
artificial sun can also be installed.
Mirror box skies consist of a luminous ceiling with mirrored walls. The mirrors produce an
effectively infinite horizon and parallax errors are also reduced. Skies of this type are
usually easier to set up, and fit more readily inside a conventional shaped room. A good
approximation to the CIE overcast sky luminance distribution can be achieved quite
easily.
Recently some more new designs have been introduced. These are consisted of a
number of luminaries independently controlled forming a whole hemisphere or a part of it.
The main problem of these skies is the calibration of the light sources, which can be very
time consuming.
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